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ABSTRACT

Galactic microlensing has been widely used to study the star and planet. The stellar wind plays an important role in the formation,

environment and habitability of the planet. In this work we study a binary microlensing system including the stellar wind, i.e.

a star with plasma environment plus a planet. Plasma surrounding the main lens causes chromatic deflection of the light rays,

in addition to the gravitational one. As a result, such a lensing system can generate complicated caustics which depends on

the different lensing parameters. In this work we study the magnification curves for different traces of the background source

and compare the transitions of the formation of “hill and hole” in the magnification curves. We find that the plasma will cause

extra caustic, shrink the central caustics generated by the star and push the caustic by the planet outwards. Observations and

modelling of binary microlensing curves with taking plasma effect into account can provide a potential method to study plasma

environment of the stars. In case of a high plasma density of the stellar wind, the plasma lensing effects will be observable in the

sub-mm band.

Key words: gravitational lensing – micro lensing – exoplanet

1 INTRODUCTION

In gravitational microlensing, the mass of the lens is small. This im-

plies that the lensing effects, such as image separation of multiple im-

ages and the image distortions are difficult to detect. The microlensing

in the Local Group (or Galactic microlensing) refers to the temporal

brightening of a background star due to intervening compact objects

(e.g., Mao 2012). Since the first discovery of microlensing event by

Alcock et al. (1993); Udalski et al. (1993), this field has made enor-

mous progress. In particular, the gravitational microlensing has been

developed into a powerful technique in the detection of exoplanets

(Mao & Paczynski 1991). More and more planets have been found

through large scale optical surveys, e.g., OGLE (Udalski et al. 2015);

MACHO (Alcock et al. 2000) and KMT (Kim et al. 2016). By means

of various other techniques, several thousand exoplanets have been

confirmed to date1. Microlensing not only provides a complementary

to these methods in searching for exoplanets, but also detects planets

around all types of stars (e.g. Schneider et al. 2006; Mao 2012; Gaudi

2012), and even planets around binary system (which can be called

’triple system’) (e.g. Kuang et al. 2022).

The microlensing light curves are usually achromatic, because

the gravitational deflection of light is independent of wavelength.

However, there can be reasons leading to chromatic effects in

microlensing. First, there exists the well-known phenomenon of

chromatic microlensing in strong lensed quasars (e.g. Kayser et al.

1986; Wambsganss & Paczynski 1991). The source can have dif-

★ Email:1013412198@qq.com
† Email: phioen@163.com
‡ Email: tsupko@iki.rssi.ru; tsupkooleg@gmail.com
1 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu

ferent size at different wavelength, thus will be lensed with differ-

ent magnifications. Another possibility of chromatic effects is at-

tributed to the propagation of light in the plasma (e.g., review by

Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2017). Chromatic refractive deflection

can be caused by the ionised gas in the interstellar medium (ISM),

or by more concentrated plasma near astrophysical objects.

The light propagation in presence of medium in the gravita-

tional field was considered by Synge (1960), and further investi-

gated for deflection in presence of plasma by Perlick (2000); for

related discussion, see Bičák & Hadrava (1975); Tsupko (2021).

Gravitational lensing in Schwarzschild metric with presence

of non-homogeneous plasma has been extensively studied (e.g.

Bliokh & Minakov 1989; Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2009, 2010,

2015; Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2013; Crisnejo & Gallo 2018;

Crisnejo et al. 2019). Er & Mao (2014, 2022) presented the effects

due to plasma in the gravitational lensing applications, in partic-

ular the magnification and time delay effects in the strong lens-

ing system. In case of the lens being a compact object, such as

a neutron star or a black hole, the surrounded plasma can sig-

nificantly affect the rays, causing complex behaviour (e.g. Rogers

2015, 2017b,a; Kimpson et al. 2019; Briozzo & Gallo 2022). In the

strong deflection case, the rays can make one or more revolutions

around the lens, i.e. high-order images are formed (Virbhadra & Ellis

2000; Bozza et al. 2001; Perlick 2004). They were investigated for

the case with surrounding plasma in Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan

(2013). Such extra deflection by plasma can also change the

size and the shape of black hole shadow, which has been dis-

cussed by, e.g. Perlick et al. (2015); Perlick & Tsupko (2017); Yan

(2019); Bezděková et al. (2022); Briozzo et al. (2022) and review

Perlick & Tsupko (2022).

The stellar wind is highly ionised plasma and can reach a
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high density than the average value in the interstellar medium,

e.g. the electron density near Earth is around ∼ 50 electrons

per centimetre cubic (Parker 1958). The plasma near the star not

only causes various magnification curves at different frequencies

(Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2020), it also provides a potential way

to study the stellar wind of different types of stars. The emission from

lots of sources is weak in radio bands, which causes the plasma lens-

ing phenomena difficult to detect. However, since the electron density

near the stars can be much higher than that in ISM, the plasma mi-

crolensing effects can be significant in high radio frequency or even

in sub-millimetre band.

The transformation of the microlensing curve from a single point

lens to that with the presence of plasma has been first studied by

Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020). It has been shown that the re-

fractive deflection in plasma can lead to a significant change in the

shape of the curve, up to the disappearance of images due to strong

divergence of rays. The authors called it ’hill-hole effect’, implying

that with sufficient plasma density (or observing at sufficiently long

wavelength), the maximum in the centre of the microlensing curve

(’hill’) can be replaced by the minimum (’hole’).

In this paper, we investigate how the refraction in plasma envi-

ronment changes the microlensing curve in a more general case of

a binary lens. We focus mainly on the case of a star surrounded

by plasma and hosting a planet. In Sect. 2, we give short summary

about the plasma lensing and introduce the binary microlensing with

plasma environment. We study the magnification curves for a lensing

system in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present the evolving of the size of

the caustics. The summary of our result is given in the end. In the

appendix, we present the details of how we calculate the magnifi-

cation, discuss the number of solutions, some caustics and critical

condition.

2 EQUATIONS OF GRAVITATIONAL LENSING IN

PRESENCE OF PLASMA

2.1 Plasma deflection in gravitational lensing

We briefly outline the formulae for gravitational and plasma deflec-

tion angles in this subsection. The basic of gravitational lensing can

be found, e.g., in Schneider et al. (2006). More details on the plasma

deflection can be found in Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020). Let

us consider a point mass lens surrounded by cold plasma with the

refractive index

=2
?; = 1 −

l2
?

l2
0

, (1)

where l0 is the observational frequency, and the plasma frequency

l? is

l2
? =

4c42

<4
=4 . (2)

Here =4 is the three dimensional number density of the electrons, 4

is the electron charge, <4 is the electron mass.

With existing of plasma around a gravitational lens, the deflection

angle Û will be caused by two contributions, the gravity and the

plasma (e.g. Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2010):

Û(1) = Ûgrav (1) + Ûpl (1) , (3)

where 1 is the impact parameter of the light ray. The gravitational

deflection by a point mass in vacuum is

Ûgrav (1) =
4�"

221
, (4)

where " is the mass of the lens. Since we only consider the mi-

crolensing cases, the point mass model of lens is sufficient in our

study. And in this work, we only study the spherical symmetric dis-

tribution of plasma, i.e. the electron number density is a function of

radius A only, where A =
√
12 + I2. The deflection angle thus can be

written as an integral alone the line of sight, i.e. I−direction (e.g.

Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2010, 2015)

Ûpl (1) =
4c42

<4l
2
0

∫
m=4

m1
3I . (5)

In our study, we limit to the small angle approximation, i.e., both

angles (3) and (4) are small. In particular, it implies that 1 ≫ �"/22

and l0 ≫ l? .

Here, we assume that the total mass of the plasma is small com-

pared with the lens, thus do not take into account of the mass of the

plasma particles. The refractive deflection Ûpl is caused by the den-

sity gradient of the plasma and usually to the opposite direction of

that by the gravity of the lens star. With the convention Ûgrav > 0, the

plasma deflection is negative in such case. Different density profiles

have been used to study the plasma deflection, such as the Gaussian

model (Clegg et al. 1998; Tuntsov et al. 2016).

The density of free electrons near the Sun can be described by a

power-law model. Thus we adopt that for our plasma lensing model

in this study:

=4 (A) = =0

(
'0

A

)ℎ
, (6)

where ℎ > 0, and =0 is a constant representing the electron

density at a characteristic radius A = '0 (Bliokh & Minakov

1989; Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2015). Eq. (5) becomes (e.g.

Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Tsupko 2009, 2015)

Ûpl (1) = −4c42=0

<4l
2
0

(
'0

1

)ℎ √
c Γ( ℎ2 + 1

2 )
Γ( ℎ2 )

, (7)

where the Gamma function is

Γ(G) =
∫ ∞

0
CG−14−C3C . (8)

This can be rewritten via wavelength l0 = 2c2/_, where we neglect

the difference between the group velocity of ray in plasma =?;2 and

vacuum velocity 2 (since l? ≪ l0). Using A4 ≡ 42/(<42
2), we

write (e.g. Bliokh & Minakov 1989; Er & Rogers 2018):

Ûpl = −_2A4=0

(
'0

1

)ℎ Γ( ℎ2 + 1
2 )√

c Γ( ℎ2 )
. (9)

2.2 Lens equations for binary microlensing with plasma

environment

It has been shown that plasma can affect the light curve of a microlens-

ing event in case of point-mass lens (Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan

2020). In this paper, we will investigate a more complicated case of

binary system: a star surrounding with plasma, and hosting a planet

as the lens. Since the problem is now not axially symmetric, we write

all angles as two-dimensional vectors. We introduce the angular co-

ordinates ) = (\1, \2) in the lens plane, and those in the source plane

# = (V1, V2). We use angular diameter distances between the lens

and us, the source and us, and between the lens and the source as

�3 , �B , �3B respectively (Fig. 1). Then the scaled deflection angle

"()) can be calculated by

" =
�3B

�B
"̂ . (10)

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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plane

Lens

Source

plane

star

planet

Observer

Figure 1. The geometry of the binary lensing. The big red dot represents the

lens star with the pink shadow the plasma. The blue dot represents the planet.

The lens equation can be written as

# = ) − "()). (11)

The image position \ is related to the impact parameter b = �3).

The magnification ` by a lens is inversely related to the Jacobian �

of the lens equation, such that:

` =
1

det�
, � =

©«

mV1

m\1

mV1

m\2

mV2

m\1

mV2

m\2

ª®®
¬

(12)

The curves along where the magnification diverges, i.e. det� = 0, are

called critical curves on the lens plane. The corresponding curves on

the source plane are the caustics.

We put the star at the origin of the coordinates for simplification,

) = 0 in the lens plane. The position of the planet is at ) ? . The star

is surrounded by plasma. With star and planet, the deflection angle

by gravity can be given by

"grav =
\2
�
)

|) |2
+
\2
�?

() − )p)
|) − ) ? |2

, (13)

where \� , \�? is the Einstein radius of the star and of the planet

respectively.

Based on the plasma model near the Sun (Parker 1958; Coleman

1968), we adopt the power-law model of the electron density to the

power of 2 as our plasma lens (Er & Rogers 2018). We define the

angular scale length for this lens as

\0 ≡
(
_2 �3B

�B�
2
3

A4=0'
2
0√

c

Γ(3/2)
Γ(1)

)1/3

. (14)

Then the deflection angle due to plasma can be simplified to

"pl = −
\3

0

|) |2
)

|) | . (15)

Then, the complete lens equation is

# = ) −
\2
�
)

|) |2
−

\2
�?

() − ) ?)

|) − ) ? |2
+

\3
0

|) |2
)

|) | . (16)

In order to simplify the mathematics, we substitute the lens equa-

tion by

y =
#

\�
, x =

)

\�
, x = (G1, G2) , y = (H1, H2) , (17)

Then the lens equation (16) becomes

y = x − x

|x |2
− @

x − x?

|x − x? |2
+ �0

|x |2
x

|x | , (18)

where G? is the normalised separation between the star and planet

G? = \?/\� , @ is the mass ratio between the planet and the star

@ =
"?

"
=

\2
�?

\2
�

. (19)

�0 gives the strength of the plasma in the gravitational lens

�0 =
\3

0

\3
�

. (20)

In case of vacuum, �0 = 0, the equation retrogresses to the lens

equation of binary. We will present our figures in reduced coordi-

nates G, H. Such a choice of variables is consistent with previous

work in Er & Rogers (2018) where constant \0 was used and in

Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020) where parameter �0 was intro-

duced.

3 MAGNIFICATION CURVES OF BINARY

MICROLENSING WITH PLASMA ENVIRONMENT

In this Section, we numerically calculate microlensing magnification

curves for the binary system under consideration: the star surrounded

by plasma, and the planet. This system is described by the lens

equation (18). Normalised coordinates are used for calculation and

for plotting figures: (G1, G2) for the lens plane and (H1, H2) for the

source plane.

Numerical values of the most of lens parameters we adopt from

Mao & Paczynski (1991), see Tab. 1. For the simplification of numer-

ical calculations, we take Einstein radius of the main lens as \� = 1

milli-arcsec. With our choice of the lens and the source distance

(Tab. 1), the corresponding lens mass is about 0.984 Solar mass. The

planet is chosen as 1/1000 of the star mass, which is about the Jupiter

mass. It means that the mass ratio is @ = 0.001. Lens separation in

our normalised coordinates is xp = (1.2, 0).
The effect of the plasma is completely determined by the parameter

�0, which depends on the plasma density profile and the frequency

of observation. Increasing the parameter �0 corresponds to consid-

ering a denser plasma or decreasing the frequency of observation

(increasing the wavelength).

In our calculations, we consider different values of �0. Since the

plasma density profile is specified (Tab. 1), the different values of the

plasma strength �0 correspond to different observational frequency.

Generally, if we consider frequency from 0.65 GHz to 100 GHz, this

covers from low radio frequency to the milli-metre band. Such a range

can give us the plasma lensing parameter \0 from 1 to 0.03 milli-

arcsec (Fig. 2). We take \0 = 0.1, 0.7, 0.8 milli-arcsec. With \� = 1

milli-arcsec, this leads to �0 = 0.13 , 0.73, and 0.83. With values =0,

'0, �3 , �B from Tab. 1, these three values of �0 correspond to the

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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�3 �B =0 '0 \? \� \�% @ G? �0

4 kpc 8 kpc 5.6 cm−3 10 AU 5 AU 1 0.0011/2 0.001 1.2 (0.1)3 ; (0.7)3; (0.8)3

Table 1. The lens parameters, \� , \�% , are given in unit of milli-arcsec. @, G? , �0 are normalised by \� . The plasma model is taken from that near the Sun

(Parker 1958).

100 101 102
ν (GHz)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

θ 0
 (m

illi
-a
rc
se

c)

Figure 2. The relation between \0 and observational frequency in our plasma

lensing model (Eq. 14).

observational frequencies roughly 21 GHz, 1.1 GHz and 0.93 GHz

respectively. We show the angular scale length (\0) as a function of

the observational frequency in our plasma lensing model in Fig. 2.

The red, orange and green horizontal line show the three \0 that we

mentioned above. One can see that, as long as the frequency down

to a few GHz, \0 will be comparable with the Einstein radius of the

star, and the plasma effects can be significant.

In all our calculations, we use =0 = 5.6 cm−3, see Tab. 1. We also

note that the electron density near the stars can have large uncer-

tainties. Higher density can be found in the atmosphere of compact

objects. It leads to the number density of order of =4 ∼ 1019 cm−3

on the surface of compact objects (e.g. around black hole or neutron

star, Wielgus et al. 2016; Rogers 2017b). In such case, one expects

to see significant plasma effects in the sub-mm bands, or even in the

infrared bands. Moreover, higher electron density can be found in

accretion disc around a black hole (e.g. Artemova et al. 2006), about

10−5 g/cm3, see also Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2011). One thus expects

some complicated microlensing effects in the strong lensed QSOs.

In order to obtain the magnification curves, we move a source

behind the the lens system, and calculate the magnification caused

by the lens system. It is possible that the lens can generate multiple

images. However, due to the small image separations, we assume that

the multiple images cannot be resolved spatially, and thus calculate

the total magnification. In most cases, the magnification will be

dominated by only one image. We follow the similar approach in

Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020) to solve the lens equation and

calculate the magnification for each source position. More details

about the method of calculation can be found in the Appendix A.

We begin with the simple case of a single star surrounded by

plasma (i.e. no planet, @ = 0). We consider this case for comparison

with the work in Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020), and also as an

illustration to explain the ’hill-hole’ effect. The magnification curve

and caustics for the power-law plasma density profile with ℎ = 2 are

shown in Fig. 3. With different values of �0, one can obtain regular

single peak, trident, or volcano hole shapes of the curves.

With the inclusion of a planet (@ = 0.001, xp = (1.2, 0)), the mag-

nification curves will be perturbed, and will be more complicated.

In the figure of lensing map along G1 (H1)−axis (Fig. 4), we can see

that when the plasma density is low (or the observational frequency

is high), the plasma deflection is weak, and similar to the case in

vacuum. The lensed images caused by the star will be on the both

sides of the lens, while the perturbations caused by the planet will al-

ways on the same side of the planet, even when the deflection caused

by plasma becomes strong. In Fig. 5, we show the critical curves

(blue) and caustics (red) for all three cases of �0 that are considered

for single lens on Fig.3. In the left panel, they are almost identical

to the case in vacuum. With the increasing of �0 the plasma firstly

generates another caustics. They also pushes the caustics of planet

outwards, and compress the caustic generated by the planet.

Several impact parameters and inclination angles of the trace of

the background source are studied, as shown by the dotted straight

lines in Fig. 5. The black trace connects the star and the planet, and

the green trace is parallel to the black one with an offset of H2 = 0.01.

The other two have an inclination to the axis of star and planet. The

functions of the four traces are given by

H2 = 0, H1 = C, black; (21)

H2 = 0.01, H1 = C, green; (22)

H2 = 0.01H1 + 0.01, H1 = cos(arctan(0.01))C, orange; (23)

H2 = 0.01H1 − 0.01, H1 = cos(arctan(0.01))C, magenta, (24)

where we write the trajectory of the source as a function of time C.

The time C is in unit of C� given an arbitrary tangential velocity of the

source in the source plane. In the choice of our trace functions, the

sources have the same tangential velocity. Then we can calculate the

magnification curves `(C) for the four traces, by inserting Eqs.(21) –

(24) into Eq.(18). The total magnification is calculated and shown in

Figs. 6.

In the high observed frequency case (small �0), the magnification

curve is almost identical to that in vacuum. One can see that from the

black and red curves in Fig. 6 panel 2. The central peak generated by

the star behaviours like that without the planet. The plasma deflection

weakens the peaks in the magnification curves. With the increasing

of �0 the single central peak becomes trident, and then volcano hole.

The caustic generated by the planet shrinks. The double peaks gener-

ated by the planet move outwards of the star. In the intermediate case

(�0 = (0.7)3), both plasma and gravity cause significant deflection.

Thus we can see all the peaks. Such signatures are distinguished from

that without plasma or single star with plasma environment.

4 THE PERTURBATION OF CAUSTICS

In this Section, we discuss the structure of the caustics of binary

system in the presence of plasma and their evolution with changes in

parameters.

First, let us comment on the caustics for the case of a single lens

surrounded by plasma (Fig. 3). For ℎ = 2 power law profile, there are

two caustics: central as a point (associated with gravity) and a circular

(associated with plasma). As long as the plasma influence is small,

the plasma caustic has a large radius. E.g., in Fig. 3 for �0 = 0.13 ,

the radius of the plasma caustics extends beyond the figure. For

central panels in Fig. 3, where the parameter �0 is larger (0.73), we

see both caustics: the red dot in the centre of the figure and the red

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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Figure 3. Hill-hole effect on the example of a single lens surrounded by the plasma with power law index ℎ = 2 (cf. with Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan (2020)

where ℎ = 3/2, 3 were considered). The upper panels are the critical curves (blue) and caustics (red), the dotted green line is the trace of the background source

(H2 = 0.01); the lower panels are the corresponding magnification curves. In the case when the plasma effect is small (left panels), the microlensing curve is

very similar to the vacuum one. In the centre of the source plane there is a caustic in the form of the point. When the plasma effect (given by coefficient �0)

increases (central panels), there appears another caustic in the form of a circle and corresponding peaks on the graph; the shape of the ’trident’ arises. With

further increase of �0 , the circular caustic will decrease until it collapses to zero; its corresponding peaks move toward the centre of the microlensing curve.

After reaching zero, the caustics in the centre disappear, and there is only one circular caustic that expands as the coefficient �0 increases. A minimum (’hole’)

appears in the centre of the microlensing curve (right panels).

−8 −6 −4 −2 0 2 4 6 8
y1 
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x 1
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Figure 4. Lensing mapping (Eq. 18) for different �0 , which corresponding

to different frequency of observation. The black, red and green curve presents

that at 21 GHz, 1.1 GHz and 0.93 GHz respectively.

circle around it. With the further increasing of the �0, there will

be an transition, i.e., the hole in the magnification curve forms and

the central caustic disappears at the same time. We use a horizontal

width Δ22 to indicate the size of the caustics, which is the diameter

of the caustics in an axis-symmetric case. In Fig. 7, we show the

evolving of the size of caustics as a function of �0. Since the central

caustic is a point, its Δ22 is zero. With the plasma density increasing

further, the plasma caustic shrinks and finally merges with the central

caustic. One can see that there is only one (plasma) caustic from the

right panel of Fig. 3. After merging, the caustic will increase with the

influence of the plasma, �0. The transition without planet has been

given analytically (Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2020), see Appendix

D for more detail. The critical value is �0 = 2/33/2 ≈ 0.3849

(�
1/3
0

≈ 0.7274, and the corresponding frequency in our density

model is around 1.07 GHz).

Now let us consider a binary system where the star is surrounded

by plasma. Note that even for the vacuum case, the existence of the

planet will generate extra caustics and change the central caustic

as well (e.g. Bozza 1999). It has been approximately studied in an

analytic way or numerically in vacuum (e.g. An 2005; Chung et al.

2005; An 2021). However, with the extra deflection by the plasma,

the analytic form is difficult to obtain.

In presence of plasma in binary system, more caustics will be

generated by the lens, e.g. more than one central caustics, the one

associated with the planetary and the one associated with plasma.

Here we only consider a simple case: a large separation between the

star and planet, the two caustics generated by star and planet do not

merge together. One interesting difference exists from the case of

single star with plasma environment. In case of single star, when the

plasma becomes sufficient strong, all the light rays will be diverged,

i.e. no solution of image at all. However, when there is a planet,

the gravity of the planet will weaken the diverging caused by the

plasma. One solution of image to the lens equation exists, although

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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Figure 5. Lensing structure of binary system for different plasma strength �0 together with the traces of the background source (compare with upper panel

of Fig. 3 where the single point lens is considered for the same values of �0). The star is at the origin which indicated by the cyan circle, and the cyan cross

represents the position of the planet. The blue (red) curve presents the critical curve (caustics) generated by the lensing system. The black, green, orange and

magenta lines show the different traces of the background source. From left to right the plasma scale angular radius is \0 = 0.1, 0.7, 0.8\� respectively. All the

figures are compressed in H1 (G1)−direction for better visibility. The corresponding microlensing curves are shown in Fig.6.
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Figure 6. Magnification curves with different �0 and different traces shown in Fig.5. Each panel corresponds to one of four traces from Fig.5 with three different

values of �0 . Panel (1) corresponds to the black trace in Fig. 5, panel (2) corresponds to the green trace, panel (3) corresponds to the orange trace, panel (4)

corresponds to the magenta trace. For panel (2) the vacuum case (�0 = 0, black dashed curve) is also given; it is almost indistinguishable from the plasma case

with small �0 (red dashed curve).

the magnification of this image can be extremely small. Only when

the refraction deflection by plasma is strong enough (�
1/3
0

∼ 5),

there will be no solution at all. Thus the definition of hole in the

magnification curve is different from that in the single star case.

We consider the hole forming when there is only one image with

small magnification, < 10−5. In our lensing system, it will happen

when �
1/3
0

≈ 0.7273 (Appendix D). We can estimate the number of

caustics by two ways: first we can use the number and the positions

of peaks in the magnification curve; on the other hand, we can see

from the pattern of the caustics. We find that the peak number drops

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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Figure 7. The evolving of the size of plasma caustic as a function of �0

in the case that only a single star surrounded by plasma. Central caustic

(’gravitational one’) is a point, and it disappears after merging with plasma

caustic in the origin of coordinates.

from six to four when �
1/3
0

≈ 0.7278, two peaks related to the central

caustics disappear, which imply that the central caustics disappear.

The caustics can have either diamond-like shapes (four cusps) or

triangle-like shapes (three cusps) (e.g. Bozza 1999; Zhang 2022).

One or two of the cusps are located on the star-planet axis, i.e.

H2 = 0. We thus define the width Δ22 as the distance between the

points where caustic crosses an axis connecting the star and planet.

In Figs. 8-9, we show the evolving of Δ22 with �
1/3
0

and G? . From

left panel of Fig. 8 we can see that both caustics shrink with the

increasing of the plasma effects. While when �
1/3
0

> 0.93, the size

of planetary caustic will increase again with �0 (we do not consider

a case with such low frequency of observation, thus not show in the

figure). When �
1/3
0

∼ 0.7275, the caustics caused by plasma and part

of central caustics merge (green curves in Fig. C2). The other caustic

which is not merge with the plasma caustic is regarded as the central

one. We can see the transition, i.e. a drastic decreasing of the size of

the central caustics. The size of the caustic generated by plasma have

almost the identical behaviour as that without planet (Fig. 7). Only

the transition point is slightly different, �
1/3
0

∼ 0.7275. The caustic

generated by the planet is larger than that by the central one. In all

cases, Δ22 of planet decreases with �
1/3
0

and G? . The position of the

planet caustics will be changed by plasma as well, but no transition

has been found.

In Fig. 9 (left), we present the evolving of the size of caustics as a

function of the star-planet separation G? . As one would expect, the

larger the separation the smaller the caustics. Additional tests with

different �0 have been performed, and similar trend has been found.

For the size of the caustics generated by plasma, the planet has little

effect. As shown in Fig. 9 (right), Δ22 increases with G? slowly, for

the dependence on G? of plasma caustic is much weaker compared

with that of other caustics on G? .

5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Microlensing provides a powerful tool in searching and studying

the exoplanets. Taking into account of the stellar wind (plasma),

the magnification curves generated by the system can be different

at low frequencies. This happens due to refraction in the plasma,

which leads to chromatic deflection of the light ray in addition to

gravitational deflection. We present some magnification curves with

different observational frequency and different trajectories of the

background source for the system of a star surrounded by plasma and

a planet (Figs. 5 and 6). When the observational frequency is high,

the magnification curves are almost indistinguishable from those

without plasma. But as the observational frequency decreases to a

few GHz, the plasma effects will be significant. For example, the peak

in the magnification curve generated by the star becomes trident or

even volcano hole. The position of the peak generated by the planet

changes with frequency as well.

We also present the evolving of the size of the caustics with plasma

density (�0) and the separation of star and planet (G?) in Figs. 8

and 9. With the increasing of �0, the size of the central caustics

and planetary caustic decrease gradually, and the central caustics

disappear after �0 reaching a critical value. For the size of the caustic

caused by plasma, it decreases at the beginning and then increases.

With G? increases, the size of the central caustics and planetary

caustic decrease, but the size of the caustic caused by plasma almost

unchanged.

In our study, we find some difference from the case without planet.

When the lens is consisted of star and plasma only, the hole forms

and the central caustic disappears at the same time, and the caustics

have the regular circular shapes. While with the inclusion of a planet,

the transition value of the plasma is different. More caustics will be

generated, and the shapes of caustics can be diamond-like, triangle-

like or even more complex shape. The hole in the magnification curve

will form before the central caustics disappear. The possible reason

is that the existence of the planet slightly shifts the central caustics

to the right, thus the disappearance of the central caustics requires a

stronger plasma.

The plasma density that we adopted in this study is from the Solar

wind. The possible observational frequency is around ∼GHz. There

is possibility of higher plasma density or density gradient, and thus

even in higher frequency, e.g. infrared, we can distinguish and study

the stellar wind. There are several simplification in this work. First of

all, we only study the system of one star and one Jupiter size planet.

Binary stars with planet(s) or single star with multiple planets has

also been found and will show complicate situations. Even for the

system of single star and single planet, there is large parameter space

to be explored, e.g. mass ratio, separation etc. Both the lens and

the background source has been considered as point source, i.e. the

finite size of the star or planet has not taken into account. Such effect

needs to be included for accurate prediction in the future study. The

magnification curve in different bands can provide rich information

on the lens system.
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Figure 8. The left picture shows the size of the central caustics (orange) and planetary caustic (blue) of a binary system in which the star is surrounded by

plasma (In case there are multiple central caustics, we focus on the largest caustic), the green solid line in the right picture shows the size of the caustic caused

by plasma, all of them measured by the horizontal width, as a function of �0 (G? = 1.2). The image in the upper right of left panel is an enlarged portion of the

size of the central caustics. The transition of the caustics (the merge of part of the central caustics and the plasma caustic) around �
1/3
0

∼ 0.7275 is shown in

Fig. C2. The right panel is almost identical to Fig. 7 (shown as the dashed line in the right picture), but the other lensing effects can show small difference, e.g.

the positions of peaks in magnification curve.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF

MAGNIFICATION CURVES AS STEP-BY-STEP

PROCEDURE

• Following Section 2, we can choose parameters @, x ? =

(G?1, G?2) and �0, then solve the lens equation. In our case, we

use G?1 = G? and G?2 = 0.

• Choose the trace of the compact source in the source plane

by specifying the H1 and H2 as a function of time C. In this work

we write H1 = 5G1 (C) and H2 = 5G2 (H1). For Fig. 6 (1), 5G1 (C) =

C, 5G2 = 0. For Fig. 6 (2), 5G1(C) = C, 5G2 = 0.01. For Fig. 6 (3),

5G1(C) = cos(arctan(0.01))C, 5G2 = 0.01H1 + 0.01. For Fig. 6 (4),

5G1(C) = cos(arctan(0.01))C, 5G2 = 0.01H1 − 0.01.

• If we take one of the trace function (e.g. Eq. 21) into lens equa-

tion (18), it can be written as
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Multiple images can be obtained for some source positions. For given

source position (H1, H2), any numerical solution (G1, G2) gives the

image. Usually, there are several images.

• We calculate the magnification of each image `8 with Eq.(12),

i.e.
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• The total magnification is calculated as ` = Σ|`8 |.

In Fig. A1, we show an example of the magnification curve in two

dimensional coordinate.
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Figure A1. Magnification curves with �0 = (0.1)3 , and the changes of 5G1

and 5G2 are consistent with the orange trace of Fig. 5.

APPENDIX B: NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS

In this appendix, we discuss the possible number of images generated

by the lens system of a star and plasma. The planet is not included

for simplicity.

Considering a star surrounding with plasma, in the one-

dimensional case, the equation (18) becomes

H = G − 1

G
+ �0

G

1

|G | , �0 > 0 . (B1)

With given plasma strength �0 and the source position H, the

number of solutions G of eq.(B1) can be different. Qualitatively, this

can be understood by plotting the right side of the eq.(B1) as a

function of G. Then each intersection of the resulting curves with the

horizontal line H = 2>=BC will give us the solution to the eq.(B1).

In Fig.B1, we present right hand side of eq.(B1) for different values

of �0 and the same value of H = 0.2. One can clearly see that there

are four solutions on the left panel, and two solutions on the centre

panel. On the right panel there are no solutions, which means that a

hole is forming in the microlensing curve.

More strictly, the number of solutions of Eq.(B1) can be found

from the analysis of cubic equations. Eq.(B1) can be rewritten in the

following way:{
G3 − HG2 − G + �0 = 0 if G > 0 , (B2)

G3 − HG2 − G − �0 = 0 if G < 0 . (B3)

According to Shengjin formulas (Fan 1989), a cubic equation of

form 0G3 + 1G2 + 2G + 3 = 0 (0 ≠ 0, and 0, 1, 2, 3 ∈ R) has the

discriminant

Δ ≡ �2 − 4�� , (B4)

where � ≡ 12 − 302 , � ≡ 12 − 903 , � ≡ 22 − 313. The solution

can be estimated:

• If � = � = 0, equation will have only one real triple root;

• IfΔ > 0, equation will have one real root and a pair of conjugate

imaginary roots;

• If Δ = 0, equation will have three real roots, including a double

root;

• If Δ < 0, equation will have three different real roots.
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Figure B1. The relationship between G and H with different �0 . If H = 0.2, �0 = 0.2 (left), thus Δ1 < 0, Δ2 < 0, there are four real solutions. If H = 0.2,

�0 = 0.4 (median), thus Δ1 < 0, Δ2 > 0, there are two real solutions. If H = 0.2, �0 = 0.5 (right), thus Δ1 < 0, Δ2 < 0, there is no real solution.

Let the Δ of equation (B2) be Δ1, the Δ of equation (B3) be Δ2.

The number of solutions to equation (B1) can be described in the

following ways:

(1) When Δ1 and Δ2 are negative real numbers, the relationship

between �0 and H is:{
−12 + 81�2

0
− 54�0H − 3H2 − 12�0H

3 < 0 ,

−12 + 81�2
0
+ 54�0H − 3H2 + 12�0H

3 < 0 .

The equation (B2) has three different real roots, including two posi-

tive roots, the equation (B3) has three different real roots, including

two negative roots. Therefore, equation (B1) has four real roots.

(2)When Δ1 = Δ2 = 0, both equations (B2) and (B3) have one posi-

tive root and one negative root. Equation (B1) has two real roots.

(3)When Δ1 is positive real number, but Δ2 is negative real num-

ber (or Δ1 is negative real number, Δ2 is positive real number), the

relationship between �0 and H is:

{
−12 + 81�2

0
− 54�0H − 3H2 − 12�0H

3 > 0 ,

−12 + 81�2
0
+ 54�0H − 3H2 + 12�0H

3 < 0 ,
or

{
−12 + 81�2

0
− 54�0H − 3H2 − 12�0H

3 < 0 ,

−12 + 81�2
0
+ 54�0H − 3H2 + 12�0H

3 > 0 .

The equation (B2) has no positive real roots (or has three different

real roots, including two positive roots), the equation (B3) has three

different real roots, including two negative roots (has no negative real

roots). Therefore, equation (B1) has two real roots.

(4) When Δ1 and Δ2 are positive real numbers, the relationship

between �0 and H is:{
−12 + 81�2

0
− 54�0H − 3H2 − 12�0H

3 > 0 ,

−12 + 81�2
0
+ 54�0H − 3H2 + 12�0H

3 > 0 .

The equation (B2) has no positive real roots, and the equation (B3)

has no negative real roots. Therefore, equation (B1) has no real roots.

APPENDIX C: A GALLERY OF CAUSTICS

In this appendix, we present the caustics for the binary system that

have been discussed in Section 4. From Figs. C1 and C2, one can see

the transition of the caustics.

APPENDIX D: ’HOLE’ FORMATION

If planet is not considered, the critical value of �0 for the ’hole’

formation is (Tsupko & Bisnovatyi-Kogan 2020):

�0 = 2(ℎ − 1)
ℎ−1

2 /(ℎ + 1)
ℎ+1

2 . (D1)

So for ℎ = 2, the critical value is �0 = 2/33/2 ≈ 0.3849.

If we consider the influence of planet, Eq. (18) can be wrote as

� (G1):

� (G1) =




G1 − 1
G1

− 0.001
G1−1.2 + �0

G2
1

, G1 > 0 ,

G1 − 1
G1

− 0.001
G1−1.2 − �0

G2
1

, G1 < 0 .

As in Fig. D1, when the local extremum on the right is 0, that on the

left is not 0. Thus the critical value of �0 does not correspond to the

that when the right local minimum value equal to 0.

In order to calculate the critical value �0, we can set the right

local minimum at G1< , and the left local minimum at G1= , when

� (G1< ) = � (G1= ), the corresponding �0 is the critical value, which

equals to 0.384726 approximately (\0/\� = �
1/3
0

≈ 0.727306). In

Fig. D1, we show the � (G1) with the critical value (panel 2), and the

value smaller (panel 1) or greater (panel 3) than it. The horizontal

line presents the position where the central image disappears. The

interesting point is that with the inclusion of the planet, the central

hole will form not at the exact “centre” of the lens. The intersection

of the nearly vertical curve with the horizontal green line on the right

side in each panel corresponds to the solution caused by the planet.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure C1. The central caustics (red) and the extra caustics caused by plasma (blue) of binary lensing system. From left to right, we increase the density of

plasma, which is indicated by �0 in each panel. It can be seen that when �
1/3
0

= 0.7273, the blue line and red lines start to overlap.
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Figure C2. When �
1/3
0

= 0.7275, the blue line and part of red lines completely integrate(green), and when �
1/3
0

= 0.7278, the influence of central caustics

disappear.
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Figure D1. The function � (G1) with different �0. The green line is � (G1)=0.001084, which indicates the position of the source where the central solution

disappears.
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